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-came the fash-ion That has nev-er come to rest. But a

change has oc-curred since then The girls are "out dig-ging" the men.

CHORUS a tempo

They're all gold dig-gers, And each one fig-gers There's

plen-ty gold so no-one should kick. They're look-ing

They al-ways
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for a mine— That will buy them wine— They start each

take great pains— To hit paying veins— There's not a

evening with their pick— They find a claim, then stake it, And
gold mine they can't pick,

when they break it, They leave the claim right out in the
cold— While they're searching thru the dust I

Even Egyptians women had the
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know how they feel
They're looking for a

gold craze of yore
Their dancing always

nugget that will buy them a meal
They're all gold diggers, they're

shows them with their hands out for more
all gold diggers, they're all digging for

1. gold.
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